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POSITiVE HEALTH-ITS' ATTAINMENT IN THE 
SOLDIER AND THE ARMY'S CONTRIBUTION TO 

IT IN THE CIVILIAN. 
A Chadwick public lecture delivered by Brigadier J,... E. RICHMOND, 
C.B.E., K.H.S., on October 7,1947, at the Royal Society of Trop.cal 

Medicine and Hygit:ne. . 

It is my privilege to talk to you about positive health~its attainment in 
the soldier and the Army's contribution to it in the civilian. 

I know that some of you will be asking what the term "positive health" 
implies; others will be cogitating as to whether there is real justification for the 
use of such a term at all. • . 

In attempting to frame a definition I know I am rushing in where angels 
fear to tread. I feel, however, that although I cannot produee a perfect defini
tion it is possible to frame one which will explain reasonably well what is meant. 
I present you accordingly with the following. acknowledging at the same time 
my indebtedness to Professor Ryle for certain of the phrases used. 

Positive health is attunement to surroundings, combining with vigour, bal
ance, and efficiency, and with the adequate co-ordination of mental and physical 
function to produce a harmonious integration with environment, confidence 

. and satisfact;ion in work, recreation, and leisure, and a capacity for effectiveness 
of essential relaxation and rest. 

Turning now to justification for the use of the phrase, I was much exercised 
up to a very short time before coming here as to how best to obtain your sanc
tion for the use of the term "positive health." I decided that a simple practical 
example drawn from everyday life might help matters considerably and I found 
such an example this morning after it had occurred to me that an examination .. 
superficial admittedly, of my fell_ow passengers in a twenty-minute bus journey 
might afford the justification that I :t:equired. I observed some three dozen 
people altogether, and of these, in my view, only three possessed positive health 
in full degree. One of these was the bus conductor whose healthy appearance, 
mental and bodily fitness, alert attitude, extroverted outlook, interest in his 
passengers, obvious happiness in his job all pointed to a man possessed of true 
positive health. He exuded an atmosphere of well-being and was a clear asset 
to the community. The second was a little old lady taking her granddaughter 
out for the day. Her alertness, vivaCity, general at:titude of cheerfulness, her 
interest in everything that she saw, her healthy appearance in spite of her age 
and in spite of the loss of one arm, were all qualities which with others went to 
make up a manifestly healthy individual. The third was a young man with a 
squash racket and bag, whose glossy hair, open colpurful face, good bearing and 
posture, alertness, and obvious first-class integration with his environment 
pointed to true positive health. This was further confirmed when he left the 
bus by his co-ordinated movements and air of confidem:e, and of general satis-
faction with life. . . 
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A. E. Richmond 27.5 

In no others of the three dozen individuals I have referred to did there 
appear to be any real approach in degree of 'health to the three I have specially 
mentioned.·' They were walking so it seemed to me in that no man's land of 
negative health which lies between the green pastures of positive health and the 
arid deserts of disease and moreover did 'not in many cases realize it.' . 
. . I am sure you will agree that while so many of our people are passing their 
lives in this no man's land and are in so many cases quite unconscious of it, and 
while there is such a wide gap between positive health and disease there is every 
justification for the use of the 'term "positive health." There is special justifica
tipn'in the case of the ServiCes where positive health means eve~ything .to the 
efficiency of the Navy, Army or Air Force as the case may be. '. 

, I must apologize for quoting again the oft-mentioned statement by Disraeli, 
but it is of such importance that I must do so. It is "The health of the people 
is really the foundation upon which their happiness and all their powers as a 
state depend." 
, Health is undoubtedly the corner stone· of happiness and of a useful life 
whether 'individual or communal and there is unfortunately at the present day 
a material lack of appreciation of this truth. There is, therefore, an urgent need 
for increased health education and improved facilities for practising the prin
ciples of health. 

Popular apathy has unfortunately been encouraged in the past by the medical 
profession which has been far too apt to walk in the gloomy vales of disease and 
to fail to raise its eyes sufficiently to the sunlit slopes. of p.ositive he.1llth. There 
has in. fact been too little study of positive health and its symptoms, signs and 
results, and also of its achievement, maintenance and enhancement. 

. I hope I have said enough to indicate its great importance in civil life. 
As far as the Army is concerned, and for the matter of that the other two 

Services, a maximum degree of positive health is essential. . Campaigns may 
be lost in the earliest days if the Army is not trained to the highest possible 
pitch of efficiency. Such training is impracticable without the highest possible 
standards of mental and physical health and a minimum of disease. 

Field-Marshal' Montgomery has said that high morale is essentially the 
ability to triumph over all difficulties, dangers and discomforts and to get on 
with the job. It is not contentment, fitness, healthiness or toughness. Never
theless mental and physical health is of the greatest importance to it, and from 
this aspect as well as from many others they must be cultivated to the full. 

Our most important consideration as far as the Army is concerned is 
dearly the National Service man, and in view of the short period of time that 
he is with the Colours, that is to say one year, it is manifest that there is 
urgent need for speed and efficiency in the health education of the individual 
recruit, both as to what he can do for'himself and others, and as to what can 
be done for him from sources outside himself. His proper instruction in the 
art of health is essential and with adequate training of this kind then the 
greater the value to the individual and to the Army of the technical military 
training given; also of the individual,as a trained soldier and later as a com-
bined soldier and civilian in his Reserve Service and finally as a civilian. . 
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276 Positive Health in the 8aldier 

- I now want to give you some indication as to the state of health of that 
younger section of the population which comes before the 1YIinistry of Labour 
and National Service boards under the existing legislation in connexion with 
compulsory service. 

My lecture is on the subject of positive health and you will naturally wish
to have-information as to the degree to which positive health is present in the 
section of the population with which I am going to deal. 

I must make it quite clear that this information cannot be given because 
in the first place we do not really know what positive health is and in the 
second place no scientific methods for assessing it have up to the present been 
formulated or tried out. I am consequently in the position of only being able 
to give you statistics indicative of the existence of actual disease in greater or 
less degree in the civil population called up for service. 

MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE BOARDS 

GRADING OF MEN CALLED UP FROM 8/6/39 TO 27/3/47 
TOTAL 5,697,475 

Grades ,.-----...,-----~-'------

I. r---6S,7°'. 

Bo-etl. ' 

is·2"/. 

h __ II_. __ +-____ 9
0

,_10 __ .:-_J ____ ' 
m. f-- B·8°,. 

• llz:. 'r-Io·tl. 
L-____ -L-, ______________ , ____ _ 

CHART 1. 
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My first ch~rt. gives information as. to the numbers of individuals in the 
various grades used by the civilian medical boards of the Ministry .of Labour 
and National Service and you will note that the figures cover some 5 million or 
more men who have com~ before the boards in the course of t4e past few years .. 

Before discussing them further I would stress again that they apply to a 
selected group of the population as regards age, also that the figures do not 
include quite a large number of men who were obviously unfit for service 
owing to the loss of limbs or for other reasons and who do not come before 
the civilian boards referred to at all. I know too that when you have looked 
at the statistics produced for- you, you will (1.sk for comparative figures for say 
the 1914-18 period. I regret to say that no really comparable figures exist and 
I am therefore unable to give you any information of this kind. 

Turning to the chart I do not want to waste a lot of your time in going 

) 

into the matter in detail. In the summary you will see that~ men in every 3 
were found to be in Grade 1. This means that they had full normal standards 
of health and strength and were capable of physical exercise suitable to their 

Dull • 
baCkward 

MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE BOARDS 

CAUSES OFRE]ECTlON OF MEN CALLED UP 

SAMPLE OF 60,000 MEN BETWEEN 1939 AND 1942 

& mental diacQse 

CHART 2. 

& art~rit:1 

Locomotive 
defects 

Discases Of cors. 
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278 Positive HMlth in 'the Soldier 

age as also of undergoing severe strain. They would, however, in a proportion 
of cases have been suffering from minor remediable defects. 

Approximately one in three are not fit for Grade I, and you will observe that 
one in five, in other words approximately 20 per cent suffered from marked disabi
lities or showed evidence of past disease, and were fit for Grade III only or were 
unfit for any form of service at all. The last-mentioned category accounted 
for about 10'3 per cent of all those coming up for eocamination. 

Fit for Grade Il only, that is to say, those who were not fit for Grade I, but 

MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE BOARDS 

CAUSES OF REJECTION OF MEN CALLED UP (continuea) 

Analysis of "othllr disllasllS" rdllrrlld to in prllvious slidll :---

. Diuases of veins. 

Defects of arms. 

Diseases of urinary tract ... 

Hernia •.•.• 

Disllases·of 'organic nervous system. 

Spin'alddOrrTlities ... : 

Epilepsy ... 

Skin diseases •.. , 

Di.gestive diSeases' 9ther than peptic ulcers. 

T. S.other than pulmonary .• 

, Defects of hands. • •• 

Rheumatism & bone diseases. 

Diabetes .. 

Diseases of thyroid ••. 

Deformitills othllr than spinal .... 

.; .. 

Diseases of ductless glands other than thyroid. 

Blood diseasu. 

Enuresis •.. I 

Others •••• 

CHART 3. 

2'88°/. 
2:33°/. 

2 ,12°/. 

2·00'/. 

I' 9ft'lo, 
I' 83°/. 

I· 81°/. 

1'74% 

1·677. 
I' sdI. 
1'46°/. 

1'177. 

0'95"/. ' 
0'577. 

0'52% 

O·soo/~ 

0''49''/. 
0'24°/. 
6'90% 

who showed no progressive organic disease, and were capable of considerable 
exertion but not of undergoing severe strain 15'2 per cent of the whole, that 
is to say, approximately one in seven. 

You may now well ask what were the causes of rejection in those 15 to 20 
per cent of men coming up before the civilian medical boards who were regarded 
as not fit for service. The secon.d chart gives information in this connexion 
and you will observe' that of major importance Were diseases of the heart and 
arteries, defects of locomotion and diseases of the ear and each of these con
tributed about 10 to 11 per cent of the rejections. These three main groups, 
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A.'E. Richmond 279 

therefore, were responsible for something, like one-third of the rejections. 
Nervous instability and mental diseases, coupled with the dull and backward 
cases comprised 11 to 12 per cent of the rejections, while tuberculosis 6'5 per .. 
cent (including 5 per centT.B. of the lungs) added to other lung diseases~7 per 
cent-was responsible for 13 to 14 per cent of the rejections. Finally peptic 
ulcer and diseases of the eyes and defects of vision at 5'1 per cent and 5'3 per 
cent of rejections respectively were the next most important groups. 

- In my third chart you will see details of that large category' shown as 
"other diseases" in the chart previously exhibited. ' 

I now propose to afford you similar information as to the material that 

ANALYSIS BY MEDICAL CATEGORY OF A SAMPLE OF 
5169 RECRUITS TAKEN RECENTLY INTO THE 'ARMY 

Cote90ry A I. 85'24% 

Re mainingr4'76% made up as f~lIows:-

As 
6'60% 

BI. ---1,1 .... ___________ 1 ' 
-

B2. 

B "05% 2A. 

Bs. 

B6. 

0,6% 
CI~ 
cu-lj 
Note 4,7% of the whole sample had defects of 

locomotion. 
CHART 4. 

becomes available to ,us in the Army, and the chart illustrates, ~the sub
division of Army recruits according to medical categories. 

You will observe 81'2 per cent are A 1 and that 7 '06 per cent are in the other 
A groups; i.e. roughly 92 per cent of the whole come into the A category. They 
can undergo severe strain, but' minor remediable disabilities, slight defects of 

! 
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280 Positive Health in'the Soldier 

locomotion, as also small defects of vision may be'included in these A categories. 
In the B categories we have a total. of about 7'6 per cent of the whole. Those 

• in the B categories are capable of con~iderable exercise not involving severe 
s~rain. There are, you should note, special subdivisions of the B categories 
reserved for those who are fit for higher categories but suffer from bad hearing, 
or who have marked defects of locomotion . 

. The numbers in the C categories are small indeed. These categories include 
only those who are fit for home service or limited employment abroad, or for 
home service only., ' --

The figures I have given you -are recent and cover a total of some 5,000 
-recruits in our Primary Training Centres. -' . -

As the chart indicates, something like 4·7 per cent of our recruits suffer 
from defects of locomotion and these when added to the. rejections by civilian 
medical boards on this account give a total of about, 6. per cent of the men 
coming before civilian medical boards with defects' of this nature. -' 

I would add as perhaps rather an important point that 3'5 per cent of our 
recruits need some psychiatric reservation on' their employment. 

You may well ask what are the primary causes on account of which recruits 
are category B, and my _ next chart gives you information on this subject. 
Of much the greatest importance are general defects' of physique, which you 
will observe account for 48'2 per cent of all the B category personnel that come 
to us. This is a high figure .and you may take it that something like 3 per cent 

9·4·/. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PRIMARY CAUSES OF RECRUITS BEING 
IN CATEGORY B 

GENERAL DEFECTS OF PHYSIQUE AND CONSTITUTION 48.2 % 

7'9·/. - 7'9·/. 

01 
respiratory s,stem circulatory Iyltcm 

Dismscs of 
jointS 

bone mulcle 

CHART 5. 

• • 0'5·/. 

_ I cxc~~:::;,.;tcm T .; ...... 
OilCans 01 Oll&Onl 01 

.lcin . alimcnlQry 'Yltcm. 

of all our recruits come into this class. It is impossible to state an accurate 
figure for the civili,an group in general that we are considering, but with a 
rejection rate of 15 to 20 per cent it is pretty clear that something like one 
in' ten are in the general category comprising defects of physique and coristi
tution. 

Referring aga,in to the chart yOIJ. will note that diseases of the ear, of 
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A. E. Richmond 281 

~, the respiratory system and of the abdominal rings are responsible for a com
paratively large proportion of B category recruits. 

Time does not I am afraid permit of further comments on the figures I have 
gIVen you. 

o I would emphasize once again that I have produced no satisfactory evidence 
as to the positive health of these groups with which I have dealt, and I have 
indicated rather the prevalence of frank disease. 

From the statistics provided, you will have to infer the state of affairs as 
_ regards the incidence of positive health; your inference is likely to be that with 
such large proportions of our people suffering from frank disease or disability 
the lack of positive health is likely to be material· 

- I would now ask you to consider for °a few minutes the matters of personnel 
selection and medical cat6gorization. 

o The Army's man-power requirements are so large as clearly -to preclude 
all our troops being in category AI. Lower categories must therefore be 
accepted depending in amount on the man-power situation and increasing 
acceptance of these is necessitated asa long-continued conflict makes progres
sively further calls on the man-power of the nation. 

Modern warfare too makes ever greater demand upon the men themselves. 
A high degree of physical capacity varying with the nature of the employment 
of the individual is essential as also an increased level of intelligence to allow 
of the grasping of the applicatlons of technical- science and organization. Tem
peramental stability also is of increasing moment in the conduct of a soldier 
under war conditions. 

The maintenance and enhancem~nt of the health of the normal, and also 

\ 

of the subnormal individual are materially affected by the nature of his employ
ment and by; its suitability to his ,qua.lities. - Adequate selection, therefore, 
coupled with an efficient scheme of medical categorizatIon are a primary 
necessity if maximum success in fitting the ,man to the job is to be achieved. 

Selection and medical categorization were given detailed study and attention 
during World War II with the most satisfactory results. 

As regat:ds selection, this is done by means of questions and tests. 'the 
form to be:filled in includes the recruit's identification parti~ulars and his stan
dard of education, according to a numerical code,. with special reference to 
specialization in scientific, mathematical and' technical subjects; information 
as to particular experience such as driving, handiCrafts, use of wirdess; etc.; 
the results of intelligence tests which place a man in what are known as s,elec
tion grades one to five, these grades expressing general intelligence and mecha
nical and verbal aptitudes; potentialities' as a tradesman; combatant 
temperament and capacity for leadership. With this complete picture the person
nel selection officer is able to make effective recommendations for employment and 
as a result of this procedure there has been during the recent war and since 

\ a great saving in man-power, and an improved attainment of positive health. 
As regards medical categorization, a system by which functional capacity 

can be estimated is of the greatest moment. Such a system too is an obvious 
step towards the assessment of positive health. 

0 

23 
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~ 
PULHEEMS, of which you will understand the meaning in a few moments, 

is a method of medical categorization which was origimllly introdus:ed into 
the Canadian Army.· It classifies fuu..c..!lQnal ability and correlates this with 
any anatomical or other abnormality. It was not, for various administrative 
reasons,. adopted in the British Army during the war but steps were taken 
immediately after the war to form an Inter-Services committee with a view 
to producing a system of medical categorization which would be applicable 
to all three Services. As a result of the deliberations of this committee, the 
PULHEEMS system was recommended for use and it has now been accepted 
by the three Services. . 

As far as the Army is concerned it is due for introduction administratively 
on January I, 1948, and will embrace also the Territorial Army. 

There is. considerable interest in this system outside the ·Services on the 
part of big organizations employing much man-power. It is of obvious interest 
to the Ministry of Pensions from the point of view of assessing degree of func
tional disability. From the point of view of health surveys of native popula
tions, the system has obvious applications in the 'work of our Colonial Medical 
and similar services elsewhere. It is understood also that a number of our 
universities are now including the system in their niedical curricula while in 
certain. cases students in universities are heing pulheemized with a view to 
statistical health research among them. 

1 It is impor.tant that I'should now explain to you· the meaning of ~he term 
, PULHEEMS. This is best effected by means of. the ch.art now in fFont of 

you, and you will observe from the first table that tJ::1e PULHEEMS assess
ment in general conforms to degrees of fitness and that these are relative 
to climatic restrictions as shown. 

The subdivisions of PULHEEMS are indicated by, the letters which go to 
make the name and are as follows: 

P Physical capacity. this being a combination of pl.!xsigue and stamina. M~scular 
development is taken into accou~ also age, height and weight and their 
correlation and in addition the ability to a<;:quire stamina. 

U Upper limb. In assessing functional ability in this connexion, ,grength and 
of movement of the _ upper limb, the general efficiency of the upper arms, 
shoulders, girdle and neck all have. to be considered. 

L Loc2,.m.QJ;ion. Here the strength range of movement and efficiency of the feet, 
legs, pelvic girdle and lower back are all important. 

H H~g is assessed in numerical degree·s', I to 8 and'· varies from very good 
to marked defect. The degrees 4, 5 and 6 whIcli mdicate service in temperate 
climates only, are not used in ·connexion with hearing. 

EE - Eyesight. Under this he~ding information is given as to the uncorrected 
and corrected vision in each eye, by means of numerical degrees varying from 
1 to 8. Degree I equals vision of 6/6 and 8 indicates less than 6/60 . 

. M - Mental capacity. This is the ability of the individual to understand his. 
d~es as a \2!2ier. It has a wider concept than the intelligen~ts, the 
results of whlcli are shown in the selection grade (1 to 5) of the man. To· 
arrive at an assessment of mental capacity, the selectiOn tests and the selec
tion grade awarded to the man, his record, and his impression on interview 
are all taken into account. Here again degrees 4, 5 and 6 are not in use. 

S - ~mpti6nal stabil~ty, This indicates emotional fitness. Here degree I is not: 
m use, but degrees 2 to 8 are employed. 
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A. E. Richmond 283 

In addition to' the subdivisions just detailed you will notice on the 
PULHEEMS profile the letters.ff:-These refer to colour perception and there 
are four subdivisions depending on the results of the colour vision tests applied. 

For every trade and occupation in the Army, to say nothing of the different 

~ 
Arms and Corps, minimum standards are obviously necessary and, to giv6 you 
an example, the minimum standards laid down for two trades in the Army 
are shown in the chart. . 

ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITIES P U L H E EMS' _~. ,. LJ.H 
I , • , , ,. , 

~ Climatic' 
.o"g'" Functional Efficiency rlstrictiona 

I Above QVlrQ91Z . 
. J 

2 Avcro9c ~ Non~ " 
3 MOdcrat,. functional'defect ~ 
4 A. PI } Temperate 

5 As P2 j cllmat"l 

6 A. Pl only 

7 Markll:d 'unctional de feet U. K.only 

8 Pn rnancntly unfit -- ... 
Example of a PULHEEMS Profile. 

V.ar 01 birih P U ,L 'H E E ,M 5 

1920 3 2 7® 2 3 4 2 2 
I 2 

Ht. 72 P 

·C.P.I U 

Wt.193 'L SlZvtlrc Pes Cavu,' with 
Hallux Rigidus 

5 

:® Aut horised to w~ar shou 

Examples of Minimum Standards of fitness 

Trad. P U L H E E M 5 Ht. Wt. C.p. 

R.E. Electrician 2 2 3 2..4 3 ~ 3 
2 2 64 120 ·3 

R.A.M.C. Nursing 3 2 
8 8 

2 2 60 100 4 ordcrly 3 2'5 Is 

I now propose to tell you something about the methods employed \ ~y the 
Army in the attainment of positive health and I would like, first to talk about 
the .AJlbstandard recruit. -

This type of recruit comprises the boy who is not up to standard due to. 
poor physique or lack of develoement, or to malnutrition, or possiblY to abnor
~liti~s which have resulted from posturaf, occupational, environmental6r 
other origins. - .--:-

-

,'1 
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284, Positive Health in the Soldier 

The problem of the substandard recruit was a big one prior -to the war 
and in 1936 a physical development centre for dealing with this type of 
individual ':Vas provided at Canterbury. Another centre of this kind followeq. 
shortly at York. ' 
• III the eadier stages of World War II it was obvious from the proportioll 
of men gravitating into the lower categories that there was a strollg illcelltive 
for pursuing a similar policy and a centre for 400 men was 'set up in July, 

," 1942. Ultimately we had three centres and these dealt with something like 
35,090 ,llien (hiring the course'~ their existerice. Of the first 4,000 who attended 
physical developme~t celltres approximately 81 per cellt were raised ill category 
alldof these 69 per cent were brought up to category AI. Of a recellt sample 
of 2,000 men examined it has been'foundthat 75 per cent remain ill category 
Al after two years. I am sure you will agree that these are excellent results. 

" We now have one centre at Chester which caters only for the recruit who 
is a potelltial Al soldier. It has a capacity of 1,800 trainees and deals with 
some 10,000 men annually. The lellgth of the course is eight weeks alld there 
is a special selectioll procedure at Primary Traillillg Centres by which only 

, 
t 

those men who are really suitable for this special course are sent to attend it. 
The pril}ciples gt>verning the organization of a physical developmem centre 

are in the main classification into disability groups, treatment to improve 
individual functioning and performance, and full facilities for physical recrea
tion and for educational development of the trainee. 

fir 
The groups illtO ,which traillees are divided are chiefly: 

, . '(I) Malnutrition and under-development; (2) postural abllormalities; 
(3) defects of the feet; and (4) other locomotor and miscellaneous defects. 

Considerable emphasis is placed on the need for the co-operation of the 
man an~ for the 'USe of his intelligellce. Medical supervisioll is effective and 
is exercised 011 ph~aillillg, illdividu~medial exercises, phy.§iotherapy 
and recre,ational.!!~illing, while much attelltion is paid to dietet~c requirements, 
alld ed~.9n in t~e shape of debates, dis~sio~ groups and simi~activities. 

During the course tests of progress are carried out and on Its completion 
medical categorization is arranged for. 

I( Approximately 8 per cellt of the recruits comillg into the Army require a 
course of the nature of that given at our physical. developmellt celltre, alld I 
'think it may be said that the capacity of the latter is adequate to deal with 
all these young men. ,; 

I feel I must point out that work of the kind performed at our physical 
development centre is really a respollSibility of one or other of the civil Ministries 
illasmuch as it should be ensured that youths of the llature referred to now 

:ll dealt ~ith ,~y the ~rmy at the age o~ 18, should be givell the requisite special 
\\ attentIOn at an earlIer: age. ' ." 

It has not been possible up to the present for either of the Ministries of 
Education, Health, or Labour and National Service to undertake this'responsi
bility and until," it can be assumed by one of them, preferably the Ministry 
of Educatioll, the Army must. Colltillue to carry out this essential work. 

I would like' to draw your attelltion to the two sets of photographs displayed, ' 
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(figs. 7 A and 7B) which indicate the results obtained in recruits sent to the 
physical development centre and which ate typical of thousands of recruits 
.who pass through this centre. 

Fig.7A. Fig.7B. 

In the first group YOll ,vill sec an individual on admission and will note 
that he is short of stature, under weight, with forward neck and shoulders and 
short hamstrings. 

In the second you see the results of the course in improved posture. mobility 
and general physique and a weight increase of eight Eounds. . . 

The second set of photographs (figs. 8, A·I, A·2, n. I,";·2, p. 286.) show a recruit 
who 'was, on admission. rather ov'er weight with a long dorsal kyphosis and 
forward shoulders with diminished feline angle. You will observe the result of 
training in his marked improvement in posture and mobility coupled with loss 
of weight of some three pounds. . 

We should now turn to a consideration of the Army's methods in connexion 
with the training of the ordinary recruit. 

As you well know changes are impending on account of the reduction of 
national service to one year with the Colours only. Though these changes are 
imminent the existing policy from the point of view of health training will be 
followed as far as is practicable, and I would like to tell you something aboUl 
those factors in such training which we consider to be of particular importance 
from the point of view of the positive health of the individual and of the 
community. 

Firstly drill! There are, I dare say, some of you who think drill cannot 
possibly have much influence on positive health. This impression is incorrect, 

\ 

and there is no doubt that drill apatt from teaching obedience, cohesion, pre· 
cision, and orderliness incu1cates self-respect. It is also of great moment in the 
training of the soldier in correct body carriage and its maintenance. The 
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286 Positive Health in the Soldier 

Fig. BA- l . Fig. SA-2. 

Fig. 80-1. Fig. 80-2. 

amount of time devoted to drill vanes from some 14 per cent in the earlier 
stages to 9 per cent later. 

lA Physical training is of paramount importance and about 17 per cent of 
training hours is given to tbis subject. The objects of physical training are to 
get fit the recruit, keep fit the trained soldier and relit the convalescent. In this 
connexion invaluable work is done by that splendid Corps of men the Army 
Physical Training Corps. 
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Considerable attention is paid to t~e establishment of a keen interest in 
"p~ysical training in the soldier and of a realization by him that physical tiain-
Il ing must be combined with tpe will to be fit. . 

Modern. physical training is essentially rrurposeful and recreational ~nd the 
old days of set physical training exercises 1mited in scope and noncpurposef~l 
are over. 
, Considerable encouragement of interest in P.T. on the part of all medical 
officers is also effected and special instruction in this subject is given to them. 

{( 
There is also.a close ~ssoci~tio~ between the A~my Corps .of~hysical Training 
and the l\1edIcal SerVIces, partIcularly the HygIene orgamzatIOn. 

As the result of physical training.we find the recruit at the end of his primary 
, training, exhibiting increaseq,fitr:ess, aug~ted powers of endl,lliince, a ~neral 1 
\\ st~hening of the body, improved control and co-ordination of movement 

, \\ and much greater alertness and quickness of reaction. . , 
Similar results are noted as the result of his Corps training, physical training 

here being more specialized as the soldier is at his Corps TraiIling Centre 
equipped for battle. Here special stress is laid on the iJ!wortance of carryiDg 

'out tasks' with the minimum of effort, and physical training includes such 
'things as rope climbing, obstacle crossing, river crossings and similar activities. 

Another ,feature of importance in health training is education in hygiene. 

)(

Hygiene in'the Army means the attainment, maintenance and enhancement of 
mental and physical health and efficiency, and the prevention of disease. The 
recruit and his primary 'training centre is· given special instruction in' personal 
hygiene and at his Corps 'training ct;ntre in communaI'hygiene. This instruc-
tion is to be aided by specially prepared educati6nal films, and by all other 
practIcable means. . ,. 

{

, General education is of obvious importance to the mental health of the 
. soldier, and this is the responsibility of the Roya.! Army Educational Corps . 
.Education of this kind occupies about 12 per cent of training time. " 

, The necessity:,too for education of this nflture will be appreciated when it 
is realized that approximately 26 per cent pfthe Army intake. is below the school 
leaving standard of elementary schools. .' ' 
.. ' Tea~hing in citizenship and current affairs is 'included, as also instru~tioh 
in regimen!al history.· Special emrhasis is laid on moral welfare and instruction 

'in this is a combined responsibility of the C.O. and officers of the unit, together 
with the education officers; chaplains, doctors, welfare and sports officers all 
working together as a team. 

Finally we must not fail to include what are known as the C.O.s hours. 
, These amount to something like 17to 20 per cent. ·of training hours and, in the 
course of these, talks are given on discipline, comradeship, sense of duty, unity, 
loyalty, team work and similar subjects. 

There are finally, padres' hours for recruits,one a week" in the course of 
which helpful talks are given by the chaplain. 

Time precludes my saying anything further about the recruit and we must 
turn for a moment to the' trained soldier. He still has much to learn. As a 
recruit he should have imbibed the basic principles of positive health, but 
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there is still a great deal to be done and he must learn how to put the principles 

I of health into continved practice. Constant supervision and assistance are 
necessary in this connexion. Physical fitness must be maintained and physical. 
training must be arranged to fit in with other forms of training and the require
ments of. the individual and the Army. 

As regards mental hygiene this requires constant supervision as well as 
attention to morale. Of particular importance in this regard is the training of 

~ officers in man management and hygiene and the interest of unit merucal 
officers. Finally, of much moment is the considerable assistance that is afforded 
by the Army psychiatric organization. . . 

We have also to remember the question of rehabilitation after sickness and 
injury and the progress encompassed and the great improvements made in 
methods of rehabilitation in hospitals and convalescent depots. 

We have dealt up to the present with matters very largely from the indivi
~ dual point of view and I would like for a few moments to emphasize the im
\( portance of environmental hygiene. 

It is essential that the authorities concerned throughout the .<\rmy should 
do everything they can to ensure that there is as satisfactory an e~ronment as 
possible for all troops. Such an environment is ess~tial to positive health and 
morale, though its standard must, of course; vary with the conditions in which 
men ~m; operating. The best possible 'in any given conditions must be attained. 

Accommodation must be looked to whether it is the bivouac shelter for the 
• men in forward areas or whether it is barracks in a peacetime station. 

1 
Food from the nutritional point of view wants the most careful attention, 

as also water supplies, both quantity and quality. 
Clothing, equipment, welfare, recreation, education, occupational hygiene 

and various other matters that go to make up the environment of the soldier 
all demand the most detai,led study, and I would remind you of the very special 
attention that is paid to personnel research. . 

Research of this type is the study by physiological, psychological, anatomical 
and other methods of the best means of increasing the efficiency, safety and 
comfort under different e~vironme~ts of the solider, and conversely the adapta
tion of v~hic1es, equipment, weapons, etc., to the convenience and capabilities 
of those who have to u!le them. . 

Biological research of this nature is of the very greatest importance and steps 
to provide for a suitable biological research' organization on an inter-Service ~ 
basis are not being overlooked by the authorities concerned. . . 

. In general, hygiene is no longer the prevention of disease and sanitation. 
Its true concept is being fully realized and accepted throughout the Army, and 
the Services as a' whole, and the need .for the application of its principles is 
becoming more fully appreciated than ever. The medical services in general 
and their hygiene and psychiatric organizations in particular are doing all 
they can to help. . 

It is hoped that my lecture will assist the realization of the Army's efforts 
to create mens sarw in corpore sano; also that it will serve to. correct the false 
impression, given to the public in recent utterances and writings in Press and 
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Parliament on the subject of venereal disease in the Services, that the Army pays 
little or no attention to this important matter in particular, nor in general to 
the promotion of mental and physical fitness in its men. 

These aims have been and are a constant preoccupation of the authorfties 
concerned. . 

t 
Let us turn lastly to the return of the National Service man to civil life. He 

)

Will be in the Reserve for six years during which time he will be with the 
Territorial Army. During this period th.ere will be an urgent necessity for the 
maintenance of his military efficiency with the maximum possible degree of 
mental and physical health. The attainment of these aims within the Terri
torial Army framework will need careful plarining. There is no reason why 
the Territorial Army should not again, as in the past, be an excellent teacher 
of citizenship as well as of the arts and crafts of war and with proper direction 

!
. the Territorial Army will have ,a valuable contribution to make to national life. 

The national service man will, it is hoped, return to civil life with a real 
. knowledge of the great importance of positive health and how to attain and 
, maintain it. It is hoped too that he will be a propagandist of health in the 
, population at large. It must, however, be accepted that, if his benevolent in

fluence is to be exerted to the full, he must be provided with much encourage-
ment and as great a degree of the necessary facilities as is possible. 

~-~. 

The peacetime importance of positive health in the civil population has 
already been alluded to. Its wartime importance is obvious in view of. the in
volvement of the great majority of civilians of a nation in modern war. The • 
civil authorities must therefore integrate their efforts with those of the Services . 

. The Central Council for Physical Recreation is the official co-ordinating body 
and has affiliations with sports and other organizations: The Central Council 
for Health Education does most valuable work and can help considerably. 
There are also many other organizations which can be of material assistance. 

In particular, I would like to mention the necessity for making the fullest 
use possible of the 3,000 or more officers and men of the Army Corps of P.hysical 
Training who have been released since the end of the war. Their full employ
ment would have a most stimulating effect. There is, naturally, also the need 
for the fullest co-operation on the part of local health authorities and of industry . 

. In general there is a great need for- good long-term planning. In civil life 
as well as in the Services positive health must be studied. Its full attainment 
means everything to the nation in the difficult years to come and must be an 
important factor in our victorious emergence from the present troublous times. 

---- ---- --- -----_. 
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